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1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
Let G be a group, A be a commutative ring with unity, and M be a unitary 
(right) AG-module that possesses a composition series with respect to A. 
Assume that G acts faithfully on M. Let Q be the set of all nonidentity 
elements g of G such that M(g - 1)2 = 0; such elements will be called 
quadratic elements of G. For each g E Q, let d(g) be the composition length 
of M(g - 1) with respect to A. If Q is not empty, let 
d = min d(g), 
gEQ Qd = {gEQ I d(g) = d}. 
Recently [2], John Thompson has proved that G is a known group if G 
acts irreducibly on M, Q generates G, and A = Zp for some prime p greater 
than three. In the course of his proof, he shows that if two elements e and 
f of Qd generate a p-group, then this p-group has nil potence class at most 
two (Section 16). In this paper, we obtain an alternate proof of this result by 
examining only the group generated by e and f and using the fact that it is 
unipotent. We also obtain some other intermediate results of [2]. Our results 
are valid if A = Z3 or, in fact, if A is any field of characteristic other than two. 
Since no change in the proof is required, we have adopted a more general 
hypothesis. 
Let N be the A-submodule of homAM, M) generated by the elements 
g - 1 as g ranges over G. Note that N is an algebra over A. We assume the 
following hypothesis: 
(a) The element 1 + 1 is invertible in A; 
(b) G is unipotent (i.e., N is nilpotent); 
(c) Q is not empty. 
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We observe that (Ll) is satisfied if M is a finite Abelian p-group for some 
odd prime p and G is a p-subgroup of the automorphism group of M. 
(Here we let A = Zpn, where pn is the exponent of M.) 
Our first result, proved in Sections 2 and 3, is the following: 
THEOREM 1. Suppose e, f E Qa and g = [e,J] =1= 1. Let Me = CM(e), 
M t = CM(f), Me = M(e - I), Mt = M(f - 1). Then 
(a) gEQa, 
(b) < e,J) is nilpotent of class two, 
(c) Me + M t = M and Me n Mt = 0, 
(d) CM(g) = (Me n M t ) + (Me + Mt), 
(e) M(g - I) = (Me n M t ) n (Me + Mt), and 
(f) e and f are in the stability group of the chain 
COROLLARY. Suppose e E Qa and g E G. Then [[[g, e], e], e] = 1. 
Define an equivalence relation "-' on Qa as follows: 
and M(g - I) = M(h - I). 
Let };o be the set of all equivalence classes of Qa under "-'. It is easy to see 
(Lemma 4.1) that if Ho E};o , then Ho U {I} is a subgroup of G. Let 
Let};A be the set of all H in}; for which there exists an A-submodule NH of 
N such that H = {I + r IrE N H }. For H E};A , let d*(H) be the composition 
length of NH with respect to A. If};A is not empty, define 
d* = max d*(H), 
HEEA 
.E = {H E}; I d*(H) = d*}. 
Note that}; = };A if A = Zpn for some prime power pn, since 
(1 + ~)k = 1 + k~, whenever ~ E N, k E Z, and ~2 = 0. 
In Theorem 1, CM(g) and M(g - 1) are determined solely by the 
equivalence classes of e andf. Using this observation, we obtain the following 
results in Sections 4 and 5: 
THEOREM 2. Suppose E, F E.E and E and F do not centralize each other. 
Let K = [E,F]. Then: 
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(a) E and F centralize K; 
(b) K EE; and 
(c) for all e E E# and fEF#, we have K = [e,F] = [E,f]. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose E,F, and K satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 2 and A 
is afield. Let n = dimA M. Let dl = dimA(M(f - 1))(e - 1)) for some e E E#, 
f E F#, and set d2 = d - dl . Then dl and d2 are independent of the choice of e 
and f. Moreover, there exist a basis of M over A and a division algebra A * over A 
with the following properties: 
(a) Every element of A* is a nonsingular matrix of degree d over A that 
has the form 
where Y i is a square matrix of degree di for i = 1, 2. 
(b) The matrices of the elements of K are precisely the matrices of the form 
(
Id 0 X) 
I n - 2d I~' 
where X = (lIT ~ )for some element (li ~) of A*, and "T" denotes "transpose." 
2 2 
Note that if A* is commutative (e.g., if K is finite), then the elements X 
in part (b) of Theorem 3 form a field isomorphic to A *. 
Our notation is standard and is taken mainly from [1]. In particular, the 
subgroup of G that is generated by elements or subsets Hand K of G is 
denoted by <H, K), except in Section 2. For g, h E G, let [g, h] = g-lh-lgh. 
If g E G and Hand K are subgroups of G, let 
and 
[g, H] = <[g, h] I h E H), 
[H, g] = <[h, g] I hE H), 
[H, K] = <[h, k] I hE H, k E K). 
(Then [g, H] = [H, g].) 
Suppose H is a subgroup of G. Let H# be the set of all nonidentity elements 
of H. The expression Hn will be used to denote the n-th term of the lower 
central series of H for each positive integer n. 
Suppose g E G and M' is an A-submodule of M. We say that g fixes M' if 
it maps M' onto itself. In this case, let 
CM'(g) = {m E M' I mg = m}. 
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If M' is an AG-submodule of M, define 
CM,(G) = n CM,(g)· 
gEG 
Suppose M = Mo J Ml J ... J Mn = 1 is a chain of AG-submodules of M. 
The stability group of the chain is the set of all g E G such that g maps the 
coset m + Mi into itself for every i = 1,2, ... , nand m E M i - l . 
2. RING THEORY RESULTS 
In order to obtain Theorem 1, we consider the subgroups of G generated 
by two quadratic elements. In this section, we therefore assume the following 
notation and hypothesis, in addition to (1.1). 
(a) e,fEQ; 
(b) ex = e - 1 and fi =! - 1; and 
(c) the elements e and! generate G. 
(2.1) 
For every nonempty subset S of R, we denote by <S) the A-submodule 
of R generated by S. (This notation is restricted to this section.) Let N° = R 
and (cxfi)O = (ficx)O = 1. For every x E R, let 
and 
We define the commutators gkl and gk2 in G inductively as follows: 
gOl = e, g02 = f, 
gk+1.1 = [gk2 , e, e] and 
and for all k ~ 0, 
gk+1.2 = [gkl,f,j]· 
Thus gkl , gk2 E G2k+1 for aU k. We require the following calculations for 
g,hEG: 
gh - 1 = (g - 1)(h - 1) + (g - 1) + (h - 1), (2.2) 
(g - 1)(h - 1) - (h - 1)(g - 1) = gh - hg = hg([g, h] - 1) 
LEMMA 2.1. For all k ~ 0, 
= ([g, h] - 1) + (hg - 1)([g, h] - 1). 
(2.3) 
(a) g - 1 ENk for allgE Gk ; 
(b) N2k+1 = «cxfi)k ex, (ficx)k fi, N2k+2), and 
N2k+2 = < (exfi)k+1, (fiex )k+1, N2k+3); 
(c) N is the A-subalgebra of R generated by ex and fi. 
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Proof. Part (a) is well known, and follows from (2.3) by induction. For 
k = 0, part (b) follows from (2.2). To prove the general case, use induction 
and equations NrNs = Nr+ s for r, s ~ 1. Part (c) follows from (2.1) and (2.2); 
note that (1 + ex)-I = 1 - ex and (1 + (3)-1 = 1 - f3. 
LEMMA 2.2. For all k ~ 0, 
(a) 2k(exf3)k ex - gkl - 1 and 2k(f3ex)k f3 _ gk2 - 1 (modulo N2k+2), and 
(b) 2k«exf3)k+1 - (f3ex)k+1) == [gkl ,j] - 1 
= -([gk2' e] - 1) (modulo N2k+3). 
(c) For every g E G2 , there exists a E A such that 
g - 1 - a(exf3 - f3ex) == a([e,f] - 1) (modulo N3). 
Proof. We use induction on k. Part (a) is obvious for k = 0. Suppose that 
k = ° or that (a) is given for some value of k and (b) is given for k - 1. Let 
'Y = 2k(exf3)k ex and 0 = 2k«exf3)k+1 - (f3ex)k+1). Then y E N2k+1 and gkl - 1 = 
I' + YJ for some YJ E N2k+2. 
Let g = [gkl ,j]. By Lemma 2.1, (g - 1) E N2k+2. By (2.3) we have, 
modulo N2k+3, 
g - 1 = (g - 1) + (fgkl - 1)(g - 1) == (gkl - 1)f3 - f3(gkl - 1) 
- (I' + YJ)f3 - f3(y + YJ) = yf3 - f3y D. 
By the symmetry of e and f, 
[gk2' e] - 1 == 2k«f3ex)k+1 - (exf3)k+l) = -D. 
This proves (b) for this value of k. 
Since oex - exo = 2k+1(exf3)k+1 ex and 0f3 - f30 = -2k+1(f3ex)k+1 f3, a similar 
argument proves (a) with k replaced by k + 1. 
Now take arbitrary elements hI' h2 of G. By Lemma 2.1, there exist 
aI' a2 , bl , b2 E A such that hi - 1 == aiexi + bif3i (modulo N2) for i = 1,2. 
By (2.3) 
[hI' h2] - 1 = (hI - 1)(h2 - 1) - (h2 - 1)(hl - 1) - (aIb2 - a2bl )(exf3 - f3ex) 
(modulo N3). 
Since G2 is generated by such elements [hI' h2], Eq. (2.3) and (b) yield (c). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.2. 
Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 easily yield the following result: 
PROPOSITION 2.3. For all k ~ 0, 
(a) N2k+1 = <gkl - 1, gk2 - 1, N2k+2), and 
(b) N2k+2 = < [g kl ,f] - 1, (exf3)k+1, N2k+3) 
= <[gk2 , e] - 1, (f3ex)k+I, N2k+3). 
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THEOREM 2.4. For all k ~ 0, 
(a) N2k+l = <h(g - 1) I g E G2k+1 , hE G), and 
(b) N2k+2 = <h(g - 1), (rxf3)k+ll g E G2k+2 , h E G) 
= <h(g - 1), (f3rx)k+l I g E G2k+2, hE G). 
Moreover, G is a nilpotent group. 
Proof. Take k ~ 0. Let 
Ll = <h(g - 1) I g E G2k+l ,h E G), 
L2 = <h(g - 1), (rxf3)k+l I g E G2k+2 , hE G), 
and 
L3 = <h(g - 1), (f3rx)k+l I g E G2k+2 , h E G). 
Clearly, Ll is a left ideal of R. Since (g - l)h = h(h-lgh - 1) for g, hE G1 
and since G2k+l is a normal subgroup of G, Ll is also a right ideal of R. 
Hence Ll is a two-sided ideal of R. By Lemma 2.1 and Proposition 2.3, 
(2.4) 
Let N = (N + L1)/L1 . Since N is nilpotent, N is nilpotent. By (2.4), 
N2k+l = N2k+2. Therefore, N2k+l = 0, and N2k+l eLl' By (2.4), 
(2.5) 
Replacing k by k + I, we have 
N2k+3 = < h( g - I) I g E G2k+3 , h E G) C L2 n L3 . 
Consequently, Proposition 2.3 yields that 
and 
By Lemma 2.1, N2k+2 contains L2 and L3 . Hence N2k+2 = L2 = L3 . 
Take k ~ 1 such that Nk = 0. By Lemma 2.1(a), Gk = 1. Thus G is 
nilpotent. 
Remark. As is evident from the proof, G is nilpotent regardless of 
whether (2.1) is valid. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
In this section, we retain the conditions of the previous section, namely, 
(1.1) and (2.1). For every module M* that occurs as a factor module of a 
submodule of M, let d(M*) be the length of a composition series for M* 
with respect to A. Let n = d(M). For every g E G, let d(g) = d(M(g - 1)). 
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For every x E M, let xA be the A-submodule of M generated by x. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. For all k ;? 0, MN2k+l = LYEG M(g - 1). 
2k+l 
Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 2.4. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Suppose Mrx n Mf3 = 0, r;? 1, and Gr = 1. Then 
Nr =0. 
Proof. If r is odd, this follows from Proposition 3.2. Suppose r 
is even, say, r = 2k. By Theorem 2.4, MNr = M(rxf3)k = M(f3rx)k. Since 
Mrx n Mf3 = 0, MNr = O. Since Nr acts faithfully on M, Nr = O. 
Recall that G is a nilpotent group, by Theorem 2.4. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let c be the nilpotence class of G. Take g EGo. Suppose 
c ;? 2. Then: 
(a) M(g - 1)2 = 0; 
(b) d(g) ~ dee) and d(g) ~ d(f); 
(c) if Mrxf3rx =1= 0, then d(g) < dee); 
(d) if c ;? 3, then d(g) < tCd(e) + d(f»; and 
(e) if c ;? 4, then d(g) < dee). 
Proof. Let y = g - 1. By Lemma 2.1, y E NC. 
(a) Now, Gc+! = GC+2 = 1, and either c + 1 or c + 2 is odd. By 
Proposition 3.1, NcH = O. Since y E NC, y2 E N2c C NcH = O. 
(b) We use induction on n (= d(M». By the symmetry of e and f, it 
suffices to prove that d(g) ~ dee). 
Suppose Mrx n CM(G) =1= O. Let M' be a minimal AG-submodule of 
Mrx n CM(G), and let M = MIM'. We may assume that My cJ,. M'. Then 
GIClJ(G) has class c, and by induction d(My) ~ d(Mrx). Hence 
d(g) = d(My) + d(My n M') ~ d(My) + 1 ~ d(Mrx) + 1 = dee). 
Suppose Mrx n CM(G) = O. Then Mrx n Mf3 = 0, and Proposition 3.2 
yields that Nc+l = O. Hence MNc C CM(G), and 
MNc-lrx C Mrx n CM(G) = O. 
So NC-lrx = O. By Lemma 2.1, there exists WE Nc-2 such that 
NC = {a(wrxf3) I a E A}. 
Since y E NC, d(g) = d(My) ~ d(Mrxf3) ~ d(Mrx) = dee). 
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(c) Assume Mrxf3rx oF O. By Proposition 3.1, c ;?: 3. 
First, suppose Mrx II CM(G) = O. The method of proof of (b) shows that 
Nc+1 = ° and y = wf3rxf3 for some WE Nc-3. Therefore 
d(g) = d(My) ~ d(Mwf3rxf3) ~ d(Mrx) = dee). 
Thus we may assume that d(Mwf3rxf3) = d(Mrx). Since Mrxf3rx oF ° and 
Mrx II MNc C Mrx II CM(G) = 0, 
c ;?: 4. By Lemma 2.1, there exists v E Nc-4 such that wf3rxf3 = vrxf3rxf3. Hence 
d(Mrx) = d(Mvrxf3rxf3) ~ d(Mrxf3rxf3). Consequently, f3rx is one-to-one on Mrx. 
Since f3rx is nilpotent, Mrx = 0, contrary to Mrxf3rx oF O. 
Thus we may assume that Mrx II CM(G) oF 0. Let M' be a minimal 
AG-submodule of Mrx II CM(G), and let M = MIM'. If Mrxf3rx oF 0, 
induction yields that 
d(g) ~ 1 + d(My) < 1 + d(Mrx) = d(Mrx) = dee). 
Assume that Mrxf3rx = O. Then Mrxf3rx = M' and Mf3rxf3rx = Mrxf3rxf3 = 0. So 
MN4 eM', and MNs = 0. By Proposition 3.1, Gs = 1. Therefore, c is 3 
or 4. Since Mrxf3rxf3 = M'f3 = 0, 
rxf3rxf3 = O. (3.1) 
If c = 4, then Lemma 2.1 and Eq. (3.1) yield that My C Mf3rxf3rx; since f3rx 
is nilpotent, d(g) ~ d(Mf3rxf3rx) < d(Mf3rx) ~ dee). Assume that c = 3. Then 
G4 = 1. ByTheorem2.4(b)andEq.(3.1),MN4 = M(rxf3)2 = 0.SinceyEN3, 
yN = Ny C N4 = 0. (3.2) 
By Lemma 2.1, My C Mrxf3rx + Mf3rxf3 = M' + Mf3rxf3. Therefore, d(g) ~ 
1 + d(Mf3rxf3). Assume that d(g) ;?: dee). Then 
d(Mf3rxf3) ;?: d(Mrx) - 1. (3.3) 
If d(Mf3rx) = d(Mrx) , then M = Mf3 + CM(e); hence Mrxf3rx C MN4 = 0, 
contrary to hypothesis. Thus d(Mf3rx) ~ d(Mrx) -1. Since d(Mf3rxf3) ~ d(Mf3rx), 
(3.3) yields that d(Mf3rxf3) = d(Mf3rx). Consequently, f3 is one-to-one on Mf3rx. 
But then ° oF (Mrxf3rx)f3 C MN4 = 0, a contradiction. 
(d) Suppose c ;?: 3 and d(g) ;?: tCd(e) + d(f». By (b), d(g) = dee) = d(f). 
By (c), Mrxf3rx = 0, so rxf3rx = 0. By the symmetry of e and j, f3rxf3 = O. By 
Lemma 2.1, y E N3 and N3 = N4. Since N is nilpotent, N3 = O. So y = O. 
Since G is faithful on M, this is a contradiction. 
(e) Suppose c ;?: 4 and d(g) ;?: dee). By (c), Mrxf3rx = 0. Hence Mrxf3rxf3 = 
Mf3rxf3rx = O. Arguing as in (d), we obtain y E N4 = 0, a contradiction. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 3.3. 
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Remark. The above proof can be easily adapted to prove the same 
inequalities with d(MNC) in place of d(g). 
LEMMA 3.4. Let g E G. Then d(g) + d(CM(g» = n. 
Proof. The mapping of Minto M given by m -+ m(g - 1) is an A-
endomorphism of M with kernel CM(g) and image M(g - 1). Hence 
MICM(g) is A-isomorphic to M(g - 1). 
THEOREM 3.5. Suppose G has nil potence class two, g E G2 , and d(e) = 
d(f) = d(g). Let y = g - 1. Then 
(a) MOl. () M{3 = 0, 
(b) CM(e) + CM(f) = M, 
(c) My = CM(G) () MN, 
(d) CM(g) = CM(G) + MN, and 
(e) G is in the stability group of the chain M-:J CM(g) -:J My -:J 0. 
Proof. Let d' = d(e) = d(f) = d(g). By Lemma 2.1 and Proposition 3.1, 
Ny = yN k N3 = 0. (3.4) 
Take a E A such that y = a(OI.{3 - {301.) = a([e,J] - 1); we know that a exists 
by Lemma 2.2. 
Let M' be any AG-submodule of M contained in MOl.. Let M = MIM'. 
Then d(My) = d(My) - d(M' () My) = d' - d(M' () My). By Theo-
rem 3.3(b), 
d' - d(M' () My) = d(My) :;:;; d(MOI.) = d(MOI.) - d(M') = d' - d(M'). 
Hence M' k My. By the symmetry of 01. and {3, 
My contains every AG-submodule of M that is contained in MOl. or in 
M{3. In particular, My contains MOl. () CM(G) and M{3 () CM(G). (3.5) 
(a) Suppose first that MOI.{3 () MOl. =F 0. Take x E M such that ° =F XOI.{3 E MOl.. 
Let M' = (xOI.)A + (xOI.{3)A, and let M = MIM'. By (3.5) and (3.4), M' k My 
and XOI.{3 E M'{3 k My{3 = 0, a contradiction. Thus 
MOI.{3 () MOl. = 0. (3.6) 
Suppose ° =F y E MOl. () M{3. Let M' = yA and M = MIM'. By (3.5), 
M' k My. Let y = xy = xa(OI.{3 - {301.). Since y E MOl., 
Y + xa{301. = xaOl.{3 E MOI.{3 () MOl. = 0, 
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by (3.6). By the symmetry of ex and f3, xaf3ex = O. Thus y = 0, a contradiction. 
This proves (a). 
(b) Let x E M. By (3.5), xf3ex E Mex n CM(G) C My. Let xf3ex = yy. Then 
(x + ya) f3ex = yaexf3 E Mex n Mf3 = O. 
Since x = (x + ya) + (-ya) and x is arbitrary, 
M = ker(exf3) + ker(f3ex). (3.7) 
Now suppose x E ker(exf3). Then xex E Mex n CM(G). By (3.5), there exists 
y E M such that Xex = yy = yaexf3 - yaf3ex. Then 
yaexf3 = xex + yaf3ex E Mex n Mf3 = O. 
So xex = -yaf3ex. Thus (x + ya(3) E CM(e). Since 
Hence 
By (3.7) and the symmetry of ex and f3, we obtain (b). 
(c) Let M' = CM(G) n MN. By (3.4), My eM'. Now suppose x EM'. 
Then x = yex + zf3 for some y, Z E M. So 0 = xf3 = yexf3. Therefore, 
yex E Mex n CM(G). By (3.5), yex E My. Similarly, zf3 E My. Hence x E My. 
(d) Let M' = CM(G) + MN andg' = [e,f]. By (3.4), M' C CM(g). Take 
x E CM(g). Let y' = g' - 1. By Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 3.3(b), 
y' = exf3 - f3ex, y = ay', and dey') < d' = dey) = d(ay'). 
Since d(ay') < dey'), we obtain dey) = dey'). Moreover, CM(g') C CM(g). 
By Lemma 3.4, CM(g') = CM(g). Hence x E CM(g') and xexf3 - xf3ex = O. 
Since Mex n Mf3 = 0, xexf3 = xf3ex = O. Thus Xex E Mex n CM(G). By (3.5), 
Xex E My. Let xex = yy. Then 
yaexf3 = xex + yaf3ex E Mex n Mf3 = 0, 
and (x + ya(3) E ker ex. Similarly, (x + zaex) E ker f3 for some z E M. Now 
(yaf3 + zaex) E MN and (x + yaf3 + zaex) E CM(G), which proves (d). 
(e) Since G acts faithfully on M, M~ CM(g) d My ~ O. By (c) and (d), 
MN C CM(g) and CM(g)N C My C CM(G). Since MN2 oF 0, CM(g) oF My. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.5. 
Theorem 1 follows immediately from Theorems 3.3 and 3.5, since we may 
assume that e and f generate G. 
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To prove the corollary of Theorem 1, take e E Q d and g E G. Let f = g-Ieg 
and H = <e,j). Then f E Qd and [g, e] = f-Ie E H. So 
[[[g, e], e], e] = [[f-Ie, e], e] E H3 = 1, 
by Theorem 1. 
LEMMA 3.7. Suppose G has nilpotence class two and g E G2 • Let y = g - 1. 
Then My #- Mrx or CM(g) #- CM(e). 
Proof. By Lemma 2.1 and Proposition 3.1, 
Ny = yN k N3 = O. 
Suppose My = Mrx and CM(g) = CM(e). Then Mrxf3 = Myf3 = 0 and 
Mf3rx k CM(g)rx = O. By Lemma 2.1(c), N2 = O. By Lemma 2.2(c), y = 0, 
contrary to the assumption that G acts faithfully on M. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Now we return to the general hypothesis of Section 1. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let Ho E 1:0 , Then Ho U {1} is a subgroup of G. 
Proof. Let e E Ho and rx = e - 1. Let H be the subgroup of G generated 
by Ho' Then H contains the set Ho U {1}. Now take any g #- 1 in H. By the 
definition of "", M(f - 1) = Mrx for every f E Ho . Thus Ho , and thereforeg, 
centralize Mrx and MjMrx. Hence g EQ, M(g - 1) k Mrx, and d(g) ~ 
dee) = d. Consequently, d(g) = d and M(g - 1) = Mrx. 
Lemma 3.4 and a similar argument yield that CM(g) = CM(e). So g "" e 
and g E Ho , which proves Lemma 4.1. 
LEMMA 4.2 (Lemma 10.1 of [2]). Suppose E E 1:, e E E#, f E Q, and 
ef = fe. Then f centralizes E. Moreover, ifF E 1: and f E F, then F centralizes E. 
Proof. Since f centralizes e, f fixes M(e - 1) and CM(e). Therefore, f 
normalizes the equivalence class of e, which is E#. Hence f normalizes E. 
Suppose e' E E and [e',j] #- 1. Letg = [e',!]. Let Hbe the subgroup of G 
generated bye' and f. Then g E H2 . By Theorem 1, H has nil potence class two. 
By Lemma 3.7 applied to H in place of G, g is not equivalent to e', a contra-
diction. Thus f centralizes E. The second part of the conclusion follows by 
interchanging the roles of e and f. 
We note the following consequences of Theorem 1 and Lemma 4.2: 
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LEMMA 4.3. Suppose e,J E Qa and g = [e,J] =1= 1. Then, 
(a) g centralizes e and f, 
(b) g EQa, 
(c) ife',J' EQaande',...." eandf' ,...."f, then [e',J'] EQa and [e',f'] ,...."g. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Suppose E, FEE and [E, F] =1= 1. Let K = [E, F]. 
Then, 
(a) E and F centralize K; 
(b) KIF is contained in an equivalence class under ,....,,; 
(c) for every eEEIF, [e,F] = {[e,J] IfEF}; and 
(d) ifF is an A-subgroup of G and e E ElF, then [e,F] and K are A-
subgroups of G and 
d*(K) ~ d*([e, F]) = d*(F). 
Proof. Take eEE and fEF. Let g = [e,J]. Suppose g =1= 1. By 
Lemma 4.3, g centralizes e and f and lies in Q a . By Lemma 4.2, g centralizes E 
and F. Since K is generated by such elements g, we obtain (a), and also 
obtain (b) from Lemmas 4.1 and 4.3. 
Let e E ElF. Take f,f' EF. By (a), FK is a normal Abelian subgroup of 
(E,F). Hence 
[e,J][e,f']-l = (e-lj-1e)ff'-1(e-lj'e) = (e-1f-1e)(e-1f'e)ff'-1 
= (rlj'f-Ie)(ff'-l) = [e,Jf'-l]. 
This proves (c). 
To prove (d), assume that F is an A-subgroup of G and that e E ElF. 
By Lemma 4.2, Cie) = 1. Let <X = e - 1. By Theorem 1, Lemma 2.2, 
and Proposition 3.1, [e,J] - 1 = <x(f - 1) - (f - 1 )<x, for every f E F. 
Consequently, [e,F] is an A-subgroup of G, by (c). Since CF(e) = 1, 
we have [e, f] - 1 =1= 0 whenever f E FIF. Therefore, d*([e, F]) = d*(F). 
A similar argument shows that K is an A-subgroup of G. Clearly, d*(K) ~ 
d*([e,F]). This proves (d) and completes the proof of Proposition 4.4. 
By the symmetry of E and F, Theorem 2 follows immediately from 
Proposition 4.4. For the sake of interest we include the following general-
ization of Lemma 4.2: 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Suppose E E E, e E ElF, g E G, and ge = ego Let y = g - 1 
and let n be the smallest positive integer such that yn annihilates M(e - 1). 
Assume that the element n . 1 is invertible in A. Then g centralizes E. 
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Proof. Assume g and E violate the proposition. We may assume that g 
and E generate G. Sinceg centralizes e,g fixes M(e - 1) and CM(e). Therefore, 
g normalizes E. Take el E E such thatg does not centralize el • Let ei+1 = [ei' g] 
for i = 1, 2, .... Since G is nilpotent, ej = 1 for some j ~ 3. Take j minimal 
and letf = ej_2, I' = ej-l, a: = f - 1, and (3 = g(f' - 1). Then 
I' = f-lg-lJg, 
Since (f - 1)(f' - 1) = 0, 
1 +y+a:+ya:+{3 
gfl' =fg· 
= gf + g(f' - 1) = gf + g(f' - 1) + g(f - 1)(f' - 1) 
= gf + gf(1' - 1) = gfl' = fg = 1 + a: + y + a:y. 
So a:y = ya: + {3. Let yO = 1. Note that y commutes with (3. By induction 
a:yi = yia: + i{3yi-I for all i ~ 1. 
Take i = n in the above equation. Since Ma:yn = M(e - 1) yn = 0, 
a:yn = O. Moreover, e and g commute, so 
and 
Hence n{3yn-1 = 0. Since n' 1 is invertible in A and g-l{3 = I' - 1, 
(f' - 1) yn-l = O. Therefore, yn-l annihilates M(f' - 1), which is equal 
to M(e - 1). This contradicts the choice of n and completes the proof of 
Proposition 4.5. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Assume A is afield. Suppose e,J, g E Qd , and g = [e,f]. 
Let H = <e,J). Set a: = e - 1, (3 = f - 1, y = g - 1, andL = Ma: + M{3. 
Choose Mo to be a vector space complement of CL(H) in CM(H). Let PI be a 
vector space complement of CL(e) + CM(H) in CM(e) and let P2 be a vector space 
complement ofCL(f) + C"AH) in CM(f). Define Ml = PI + P1{3 + P1{3a: and 
M2 = P2 + P2a: + P2a:{3. Then, 
(a) Mo, M1, and M2 are AH-submodules of M,and M is their direct sum; 
(b) PI n ker({3a:) = ° and MI is a direct sum of PI' P1{3, and P1{3a:; and 
(c) P2 n ker(a:{3) = 0 and M2 is a direct sum of P2 , P2a:, and P2a:{3. 
Proof. Since A is a field, all the complements defined above actually exist. 
As Mo , MI , and M2 are closed under a: and {3, they are invariant under e 
and f. Since they are vector spaces, they are AH-submodules of M. For 
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convenience in notation, we will assume that H = G. Then (2.1) and the 
results of Sections 2 and 3 are all valid. 
We now prove (b). Suppose x E PI n ker(,8a). By Lemma 2.2, y = a,8 - ,8a. 
Since PI C CM(e), xa,8 = o. So xy = 0 and x E CM(g). By Theorem 3.5, 
CM(g) = CM(G) + L. Hence 
x E CM(e) n (CM(G) + L) = CM(G) + CL(e). 
By the definition of PI' x = o. Therefore, PI n ker(,8a) = O. Consequently, 
P~ n ker(a) = O. Since N3 = 0 by Proposition 3.1, PI,8 + PI,8a C ker(,8a) 
and PI,8a C ker(a). Hence 
and 
This completes the proof of (b). 
The proof of ( c) is similar to the proof of (b). 
We now prove (a). First, let R = Mo + MI + M 2. Since M o , M I , M2 
are AG-submodules of M, so is R. We claim that R = M. By the definition 
ofMo , 
Similarly, CM(e) k PI EB (CL(e) + CM(G)) k R + Land CMU) C R + L. By 
Theorem 3.5, 
M = CM(e) + CMU) C R + L = R + MN 
C R + (R + MN)N C R + MN2 C R + (R + MN) N2 CR. 
Therefore, R = M. 
Let M4 = MI n M2 . Suppose M4 =1= O. Since G is unipotent, there exists 
a nonzero element x in M4 n CM(G). By (b) and (c), 
and 
But Ma n M,8 = 0 by Theorem 3.5. This contradiction shows that 
(5.1) 
Suppose mi E Mi for i = 0, 1,2, and mo + mi + m2 = O. Since N3 = 0 
and PI C CM(e), mIa,8 = o. Therefore, 0 = moa,8 + m2a,8 = m2a,8. By (c), 
m2 E P2,8 + P2,8a. So m2 EL. Similarly, mi EL. Hence mo E CL(G). By the 
definition of Mo , mo = o. Thus ~ + m2 = O. By (5.1), mi = m2 = O. 
Consequently, M = Mo EB MI EB M2 . This completes the proof of (a) and 
of the entire proposition. 
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COROLLARY 5.2. Assume the hypothesis and notation of Proposition 5.1. 
Then M is a direct sum of AH-submodules each of which has one of the following 
forms: 
(a) a one-dimensional submodule xA such that xa = xf3 = 0, 
(b) a three-dimensional submodule of the form xA + (xf3)A + (xf3a)A 
such that Xa = 0, or 
(c) a three-dimensional submodule of the form xA + (xa)A + (xaf3)A 
such that xf3 = 0. 
Now we may prove Theorem 3. Assume the hypothesis and notation of the 
theorem, including a choice of the elements e and f. For convenience in 
notation, we will assume that G = <E, F). We will also assume the notation 
of Proposition 5.1. 
Take e' E E# and /' EF#, and let a' = e' - 1 and f3' = /' - 1. Since 
e' "-' e and /' "-' f, Proposition 5.1 yields that 
Therefore 
CM(e') = CM(e) = Mo + PI + Pd3a + P2a + P2a{3, 
C M(/') = C M(f) = Mo + P2 + P2af3 + PIf3 + PIf3a, 
Ma' = Ma = PIf3ex + P2ex, 
Mf3' = Mf3 = P2exf3 + PIf3· 
(5.2) 
CM(G) = CM(E) n CM(F) = CM(e) n CM(f) = PIf3ex + P2exf3. (5.3) 
Hence (PIf3) ex' ~ (Mf3) ex' = (Mf3') a' ~ CM(e') n CM(f') = CM(G). Then 
(PIf3) a' ~ Ma' n CM(G) = Mex n CM(G) = P1 f3ex. (5.4) 
Similarly, 
(5.5) 
The proof of (5.4) also shows that Mf3'ex' ~ PIf3ex = Mf3ex. Since e, f, e', 
and /' are arbitrary, symmetry yields that Mf3ex ~ Mf3'a'. Consequently, 
Mf3a = Mf3' ex' = PIf3a, which shows that the dimensions dl and d2 are 
independent of the choice of e and f. We also obtain 
(5.6) 
By Lemma 2.2, y = exf3 - f3a. Since M = CM(e) + CM(f), 
d2 = d - dl = dimA My - dimA Mf3ex = dimA Maf3 
= dimA P2exf3 = dimA P2a = dimA P2 • (5.7) 
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Let c = dimA Mo , and let Zl , ..• , Zc be a basis of Mo . Take a basis Xl'''', Xd 
1 
of PI and a basis YI , ... , Yd of P2 . The sets {Xi,8}, {-Xi,8ex}, {y;ex}, and {yjex,8} 2 
form bases of P~, PI ,8ex, P2ex, and P2ex,8, respectively. Let us write Mas 
Define a basis of M by using the bases given above in the order corresponding 
to the expression (5.8). Then the matrices of e' and l' are upper triangular 
matrices of the form 
rI 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I 0 0 Xl Y 0 
I 0 0 X 2 0 
I 0 0 0 
I 0 0 
I 0 
I 
and 
I 0 UI 0 0 0 V 
I 0 0 0 0 0 
I 0 0 0 0 
I 0 0 0 
I 0 U2 
I 0 
I J 
respectively, for appropriate submatrices. By Lemma 2.2, [e',I'] - 1 = 
ex' fJ' - ,8' ex'. So [e', 1'] has the matrix 
I 0 0 0 0 Zl 0 
I 0 0 0 0 Z2 
I 0 0 0 0 
I 0 0 0 (5.9) 
I 0 0 
I 0 
I 
where 
Zl = -UIX 2 and Z2 = X I U2 • (5.10) 
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Since Ul , X 2 , Xl' and U2 are square submatrices of degrees dl • dl , d2 , 
and d2 , respectively, and since [e',j'] - 1 has rank d, it follows that Ul , 
X 2 , Xl , and U2 are nonsingular. Because of our choice of the basis of M, 
and if e' = e; 
and if j' =f· (5.11) 
We denote the transpose of a square matrix Wby WT. By Proposition 4.4(c), 
every element of K has the form (5.9). Let A * be the set of all square matrices 
of the form 
where Zl and Z2 occur in the matrix (5.9) for some element of K. Since 
KEE, 
A* is closed under addition and under multiplication by elements of A. (5.12) 
By (5.10), (5.11), and Proposition 4.4, A* consists of the zero matrix Od of 
degree d together with all matrices of the form 
( Uo
? 0) 
U2 
(5.13) 
as j' ranges over F#. In particular, A* contains the identity matrix Id of 
degree d. Similarly, A* consists of Od together with all matrices of the form 
(-Xl 0) o Xl (5.14) 
as e' ranges over E#. By (5.10), A* contains the product of any element of 
the form (5.14) and any element of the form (5.13). Consequently, A* is 
closed under multiplication. 
Now take any nonzero element X of A*. Express it in the form (5.14). By 
(5.10) and Proposition 4.4, the elements of A* are precisely the elements XY, 
Y E A*. In particular, Id = XY for some Y E A*. This proves that A* is a 
division ring. By (5.12), this completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
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